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One of Unifardas’ goals is to become a

reference in the Workwear industry. To

achieve this, in addition to quality products

we also want to produce quality information

materials through posts, e-books, infographics

and other materials made for you.

It is now up to you to analyse and carefully

read all this information that will help you

answer any questions related to this

particular topic.

Is this E-book 
suitable for 
me?
Thank you very much for downloading the
"Build a corporate image based on your workwear”
E-Book.
We hope this file is useful and that you can use
this document regularly.

Companies invest in workwear for their employees for
various reasons. It is not only a matter of safety or comfort
but also a way to build a quality corporate image.
Unifardas – Confecção, S.A. helps you build a reference
corporate identity based on completely personalized and
unique workwear.

How does Workwear help your business?

Workwear:

• Promotes brand identity

• It results in a more organized company concept from the 
customers' point of view

• Helps customers identify company employees

• Establishes a degree of trust between customer and 
employee

• Gives company employees a sense of belonging to the 
organization

• Becomes a strong vehicle of communication and branding

• It is one of the most effective elements in the identification 
of the company and the brand

• It can be easily customized while following the company's 
corporate identity. 
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INTRODUCTION

How can your company improve its image through workwear?

What do Obama, Mark Zuckerberg and Karl Lagerfeld have in common?
They all have a unique and habitual clothing style which creates their
individual brands. There is a lot to be explored when it comes to the use
of workwear in companies. Have you considered the following question?
When planning the next work day all of us often struggle with one
question; what to wear?

The use of workwear eliminates that question from the outset, relieving
you of that particular daily stress.

Today more than ever, companies invest in the acquisition of workwear for
several reasons. Some do it because it is more practical for employees to
wear a work uniform, others make that decision because it helps them to
create a corporate image and a reinforcement of the brand.

We add that the use of workwear creates a stronger sense of purpose
within the team, often leading to a stronger commitment to the company
and its goals.
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Uniforms are a simple way to distinguish workwear

from casual clothing. Wearing a uniform always has

an objective, one of which is to demonstrate the

authority of certain professions, such as policemen

or doctors, or to more easily identify a large group, as

is the case with the military or college students.

Uniforms effectively provide visual recognition in

terms of identification and role, which in business

terms can create a positive and trustworthy image,

providing a standardization of the brand in the eyes

of customers. A well-presented, good-quality and

clean uniform, is seen as a fundamental component

of how customers perceive and build in their mind

the positioning of a certain company and brand.

When buying workwear for 

company employees always have 

in mind some important points 

to help you create a striking and 

distinctive image.

1- What is the profile of your 

company?

It is very important to have 

knowledge about your company's 

identity and to focus clothing on 

the work activity in question and 

on the message you want to 

convey, whether it is internal or 

external. 

2 - Have your own identity

In addition to representing the 

company and its employees it is 

important to use your personality 

in order to "be different" and to 

create a distinctive brand 

philosophy that meets the 

objectives of the company.

Discuss ideas whether internally 

or with suppliers in order to 

create an impactful style. 

Achieving and maintaining a good professional image 
is much more than wearing a uniform. Of course 

appearance is very important, but together with the 
attitude, ethics and consistency with the company's 

identity, a powerful Corporate Identity can be 
achieved.

The importance of the work uniform
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If we consider branding to be a process that involves a

series of graphical aspects, of brand credibility and of

positive associations between the product and the

market, then workwear represents the way through

which corporate values can be reinforced.

Workwear can signal quality through its design or

through elegant use of the logo, just as cleanliness can

signify reliability. In certain business sectors building

trust can be an issue, and often that is overcome when

we see in front of us the professional in question

wearing a well-kept and good-looking uniform;

”remember that image is one of the best sales arguments

there is”.

The importance of workwear to the branding
of your company

In a study carried out for a big car brand it was stated

that customer trust was a key issue for them, as

customers were entrusting the company with their

cars when it was time for repair. Although they bought

the car from the brand in question, they are not

familiar with the mechanics who will fix their car.

One of the biggest concerns of the brand is to

convey an image of trustworthiness and

professionalism in the service provided. After the

implementation of a personalized work uniform,

whether through the colour or through the

presence of the official company logo, customer

satisfaction and interactions improved drastically

because there was a total identification between

the customer/brand.

Control over a brand image can make it easier for

companies to maintain a consistent identity to

relate to customers.

Workwear, seen from the angle of creating a

distinctive corporate brand, contributes to the

general branding efforts, reinforcing points of

connection between colours, logo and style, in

addition to creating a sense of commitment

between the employees and the company.

“ A product is something manufactured in a factory; a brand is 

something that is bought by the consumer. A product can be 

copied by a competitor; a brand is unique. A product can 

disappear (lose its value) very quickly; a brand is eternal”

STEPHEN KING, WPP GROUP, LONDON
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The use of workwear also has a very

positive impact on the company's

culture and on the way it is perceived

by employees.

The saying “to wear the jersey” makes

more sense when an employee has

pride in working for a particular

company.

Combining teamwork with a brand

facilitates communication and the

vision held by the company, as well as

the goals it wants to achieve.

When there is a clear sense of what the

company's values are, it is a lot easier to

achieve success given that the use of a

work uniform is an important aspect of

the development of those same values

and identity.

That brand reinforcement based on

clothing, combined with safety, as

required by some lines of business,

convey to the employee the sense of

care and concern that the company has

for them.

Internal brand reinforcement
Nowadays uniforms are a very important element of the

different roles and responsibilities in a professional

context. As has been referenced throughout this e-book,

through uniforms it is possible to build a company's

corporate identity, convey values and reinforce trust

within different markets.

It is also very important to have the quality of the uniform

in mind. A manufactured workwear garment allows for a

better performance of the employee's role, keeping them

safe while performing their professional duties.

Remember, make your employee "wear the company

jersey"!

1. Get to know your body and everything that

enhances it, from the best clothing styles to the

best colours to wear. Wear garments that are

appropriate for your size, that is, neither too

tight, nor loose;

2. Minimalism is a key word nowadays! Invest in

quality, not quantity;

3. Take something striking and make it part of your

brand. It can be an accessory, a distinctive logo

on your uniform, something that makes people

see and immediately remember your brand;

Quick tips for managing your brand
throught your corporate image
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Addresses and contacts

Rua Joaquim António Moreira, 292 Armaz. 19

Zona Industrial da Maia 1 /Apartado 6023

4470-078 Moreira - Maia

Tel: +351 229 442 280 / 1

www.unifardas.pt

clientes@unifardas.pt
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